Beyond Compare: Comparative Method after the Transnational Turn

Micol Seigel

As this special issue of Radical History Review confirms, interest in transnational approaches to history now reaches from the most radical to the most orthodox branches of the profession.¹ My historical training has been entirely on the cusp and in the heyday of this movement; these lenses have filtered all my reading in the literature of my field, race in the Americas. In such a light, the field reveals the relative weight of some of the methods available to world and transnational historians. Even the sardine-packed subfield of comparative work on race in the United States and Brazil, my focus, has something new to teach in this perspective. Not about Brazil or the United States, however, nor about “race,” national character, the relationship of racial consciousness to racism, or most of the other conclusions comparative scholars have pulled from their work. Instead, because the theory driving the so-called transnational turn shows us a new way of understanding the relationship between comparison and the process of subject-formation, it helps question the neutrality of comparison as method.

This essay attributes the transnational turn to anti- and postcolonial scholarship and argues that this body of thought contains an implicit critique of comparative method.² In the first of two parts, the article considers the underpinnings of the transnational turn and its consequences for understanding subject-formation and, therefore, comparative method. It reflects on the lessons anti- and postcolonial scholarship can offer comparativists. From Frantz Fanon to Edward Said to Elsa

¹

²
Barkley Brown, anti- and postcolonial intellectuals compel attention to the transnational and caution against comparisons. The second part of the essay applies their cautions, moving to the historical literature. Taking historiography as narrative, this section selects a handful of authors from the great number of scholars who have interested themselves in comparisons of the United States and Brazil, presenting them as active agents in the construction of race and of notions of national character. It follows the ways in which the field of comparative history has been shaped by overtly political comparisons that have helped produce the very notions, subjects, and experiences of national difference that in turn attract further comparative study. Academic comparisons help make race, and they should be treated by historians of ideas and of racial construction not as methodological models but as subjects in their own right.

Since I argue in favor of a particular stripe of transnational history, I will offer a working definition, understanding that conceptions of transnational history vary. My sense is that the term was coined to distinguish this field from international history, the study of nation-states interacting as such. Transnational history examines units that spill over and seep through national borders, units both greater and smaller than the nation-state. International models have guided diplomatic history, military history, and related fields; their state focus proves less compelling for historians of nonelite subjects, which in part explains the embrace of transnational method by social and cultural historians. Transnational history does not simply cover more ground; it is not equivalent to world history—world historians, like everybody else, must still choose between transnational and international approaches. Indeed, some adepts of transnational method treat phenomena that fall within a single set of national borders, revealing the traces of the global in the local. Perhaps the core of transnational history is the challenge it poses to the hermeneutic preeminence of nations. Without losing sight of the “potent forces” nations have become, it understands them as “fragile, constructed, imagined.” Transnational history treats the nation as one among a range of social phenomena to be studied, rather than the frame of the study itself.

Why transnational history? Why now? Observers of the transnational turn in history often understand the popularity of global perspectives as the outcome of recent—say, postwar—phenomena, grouped under the rubric of globalization. That term, however, describes a set of conditions of varying vintages. Granting it “newness” and agency forgets the global encounters that have long driven grand social and political forces. It is not so-called globalization, but the mobility and resistance occasioned by colonialism, as translated by anticolonial and postcolonial intellectuals, that have lit the hottest fires in the engines driving the transnational turn.

Protagonists of the “immensely complicated tale of global transformation and struggle” against colonialism and racism in a sense could do no less. Twentieth-century anticolonial movements relied on and discovered webs of resistance movements...
worldwide. They laid bare aspects of the relationship between colony and metropole underestimated by metropolitan observers, namely, their interdependence. Many colonial intellectuals lived or traveled in multiple peripheral places and spent long stints in first world centers for education or work, and subjects of internal colonialism live full-time in the belly of the whale. Anticolonial scholars have come face to face with a range of transnational interconnections, including the deep marks colonialism inflicted in the metropole, and they have exposed the history of those connections.7

Anti- and postcolonial intellectuals’ insights on subject-formation reflect such experiences. Encounters across the Atlantic catalyzed Frantz Fanon’s acute understanding of the psychological interdependence of subjects, whether metropolitan and colonial or white and black.8 Fanon understood that “to exist is to be called into being in relation to an otherness,” in Homi Bhabha’s gloss.9 Bhabha may pull Fanon closer to French psychoanalytic theorist Jacques Lacan’s discussion of the self’s formation in relation to others, but that approximation to a European theoretical tradition moves him no further from the struggle against colonialism. For French poststructuralism also developed amid manifestations of anticolonialism in that metropole in the 1950s and 1960s, and it is stamped by that intellectual tradition.10

As Chela Sandoval argues, Roland Barthes observed (and suffered) the effects “of colonial psychology as it is effected in dominant consciousness [revealing] the horrifying effects of racism and colonialism on the perpetrators themselves.”11 Foucault’s insights on power as a fluid relation, dependent on the participation of the subordinated, bear the mark of those struggles brought inescapably home, as in Paris, 1968.12

Related experiences underlie the immensely fruitful theorizations formulated by historians of African American women such as Evelyn Brooks Higginbotham and Elsa Barkley Brown. Rooted in transnationally connected traditions of struggle against internal colonialism in the United States, they conceptualize identity as a fluid relation across multiple interacting planes.13 That is, categories such as race and gender take on meaning in tandem with each other (so that no abstraction, such as “woman” or “black,” can have any social salience), and also in contrast with their opposites or others. Such a model reflects lived heterogeneity and adaptability to social context far more accurately than notions of fixed or constant identity. It posits social definition as a boundary-setting process that ties identity categories together in the specular play of subject-formation familiar to scholars in many fields.

Historians interested in comparative methods have much to gain from the insight that subjects form in relation, for defining a self in contrast to (an) other(s) is essentially an act of comparison. Comparison is the process of relational self-definition. This is as true for the formation of geopolitical entities as for individual subjects. The nation, like the self, emerges in relation to others.
Historians today who have integrated postcolonial insights into their transnational perspectives enjoy a sharp grasp of the interdependence of global agents. Frederick Cooper and Ann Laura Stoler note how inextricable Europe was from its “imperial projects,” pointing out the dependence of those projects on “conflicts within Europe itself.” Cedric Robinson and Robin D. G. Kelley link “the invention of the negro” with “the fabrication of Europe,” following Edward Said’s compelling revelation that Europe’s “study of and romance with ‘the East’ was primarily about constructing the Occident.” Scholars working along these lines render faithfully the experiences of people for whom transcending national boundaries has been the norm rather than the exception, or whose experiences of mobility have been particularly acute. The benefits to historical scholarship include clear visions of connections over the encumbrances of borders, of heterogeneity within seemingly monolithic groups, and of the multivalent conversations and negotiations in any human interaction, even those distorted by gross inequalities.

These developments are putting comparative scholarship on the defensive, for most comparisons are resolutely nation bound. Comparative history tends to be international, not transnational, history. Correspondingly, historians have begun to doubt its potency as panacea for the profession’s provincialism. Comparison’s extroverted focus may have proved a useful challenge to a certain ethnocentrism at one point, but, as Ian Tyrrell observes, even comparisons launched as dissent still served the cold war state in the era of consensus history and fed American exceptionalism. “The critical absence has not been comparative and international perspectives themselves,” Tyrrell remarks, “but rather the failure of comparative history to transcend the boundaries of nationalist historiography.” In agreement, Frederick Cooper charges comparative history with obscuring far more complex, productive, and interesting tales unconfined by national borders.

Critiques such as these help historians refine a method ill adapted to the transnational turn. Comparison requires the observer to name two or more units whose similarities and differences she or he will then describe. This setup discourages attention to exchange between the two, the very exchange postcolonial insight understands as the stuff of subject-formation. Foucault’s insights into power suggest that a view of two parallel objects that never meet proves inadequate to the explanation of this dynamic relation. Comparisons obscure the workings of power.

Above all, setting up parallel objects for study obscures the exchange fostered by comparisons themselves. The suggestion that study might shape or even create its own data is hidden by the Oz effect (“pay no attention to the man behind the curtain”) of scholarly claims to scientific objectivity. These are claims comparative study shares with most other traditional academic methods. But could comparisons avoid being active participants in social processes when the people who make them are? Comparativists join cultural or social units whose material rela-
tion to each other involves particular social dynamics. They write in dialogue with popular and academic conversations and reflect their positions in the range of networks enmeshing any individual in culture and society. In this they are no different from their colleagues in any other field. Ideas and methods, those of comparison or any other, carry no predetermined value in the abstract. Yet the academy and intellectual production—to academics’ great benefit—have never existed in the abstract.

Comparers of racial systems plant their social positions deeply in the work they produce, for they must engage particularly intimately with their source material. They are called on to mediate between and among multiple divergent, overlapping symbolic systems: cultural, linguistic, and racial. All three of these systems are characterized by yawning gaps between sign and signified. Cultural systems, including those that regulate social categories such as race, have this in common with language: they fix signs arbitrarily—though in deeply material, socially and historically embedded ways—to their signifieds. Those who attempt to bridge those systems are called comparativists, or translators, or both. They take on twice the everyday burden of skirting the abyss between language and meaning. After all, if there is no exact equation between sign and signified in one place, there is even less hope for perfect equivalence when trying to reconcile two—or more, if the people involved speak different languages, and more again if the observer stands at another historical vantage point, since racial schemas change over time even in a single place (the past being yet another country). A comparative historian working to reconcile two or more languages, places, and periods faces a labor of mediation daunting to behold.

Misplaced modesty underlies the assumption that such labor is not productive. It may not do the work its author wishes it would, but, as physics counsels, energy is never expended without effect. “Are the facts about the object of study neutral givens, or are they produced by interaction between the investigator and the object?” wonders translation theorist Lydia Liu. Poststructuralist-influenced readers will agree with Liu that study in part produces its own “raw” material; for these scholars, “the comparatist’s task is then to be redefined as the exploration of interactions, which is far more interesting than the evaluation of similarities and differences.” Elevating connections over contrasts, Liu sights comparison squarely in the postcolonial crosshairs of the transnational turn.

All this suggests that scholars interested in transnational approaches should consider cross-national comparison as subject rather than method. After all, comparisons are both a site and a motor of transnational exchange. They entail movement over various sorts of borders. Comparisons pull together the bodies compared, rhetorically; they pluck individuals from originating locations and set them down in foreign fields; they force scholars to absorb foreign languages and histories; they ask readers to join in their transnational gazing. They apply methods of analysis to con-
texts other than the ones in which they were developed; the methods change, and then take their new selves “home.”

This becomes abundantly clear in comparisons of the United States and Brazil. Scholars comparing these two countries have facilitated the circulation of people, ideas, and cultural forms, created transnational networks, and participated in the construction of social categories—signally, race, since race has been their overwhelming focus. The comparison of race in these two nation-states constitutes one of the richest veins of comparative history available. According to one observer, Brazil and the United States are drawn into comparison more often than any other pair in writing on “racial relations” in the twentieth century. The very density of this tradition was a red flag pointing me to wonder at the broad endeavor. What has prompted so many students of race in the United States or Brazil to reach for each other?24

The answers have to do, I will suggest in the next section, with the notions of national racial characters that comparisons have generated by juxtaposing these two countries: the United States as a place of overt racism and a stark, dichotomous racial system, and Brazil as a site of subtle, gradated multiplicity. These portrayals have retained their general contours despite shifting views of their meanings and value, and despite long-standing evidence that these characterizations prove far too simple. They have become archetypal, anchoring powerful discursive fields and treasured political projects. Students of race in Brazil who are “comparing it implicitly or explicitly with what is happening elsewhere . . . to be using Brazil as an object lesson rather than as an object of analysis,” observes a longtime practitioner of Brazilian history. Comparisons have provided tools with which to intervene in debates over the scope and content of racial categories, national identity, and state policy regarding both.26

Not that comparisons support any single political position—far from it. Yet there is one arena of collaboration even among sworn opponents: all participate in the construction of the categories they set out to study, race and national difference, and in linking the two to each other. Comparative history imposes the frames of these assumptions on the results of its investigations, as comparison proponent George Frederickson discloses: “For most historians and social scientists, comparative history is a way of isolating the critical factors or independent variables that account for national differences.” Should we be surprised that comparisons reify the units they place at both starting and end points?

Elevated to those twin peaks of irreproachability, common sense and scientific method (“hypothesis-testing,” in William Sewell’s classic term), comparison has explicitly and inadvertently generated a momentous legacy of “knowledge” about the United States and Brazil’s respective racial systems and national characters. Comparativists disregard the productive transnational exchange in which they are
involved, even as they buttress the logic of their arguments by passing their findings back and forth over the Equator, bowing to the authority of each other’s experience to lend their shared conclusions greater weight.

To follow some of these exchanges, this essay now turns to its second portion. Highlighting a modest historiographic slice of comparative approaches to race in the United States and Brazil, it traces the transnational exchange that this comparison rested on, and fed, and comparers’ active roles in processes they hoped merely to understand.

In the first decades of the twentieth century, North Atlantic colonial administrators with anthropological aspirations were fascinated with Brazil. Their thinking merged two diametrically opposed lines of predecessors equally obsessed with that country: eighteenth- and nineteenth-century abolitionists, with their positive readings of the harmony of Brazilian racial relations during Brazilian slavery; and nineteenth- and early twentieth-century eugenicist racial “scientists” who heaped disdain on Brazil’s supposedly unchecked miscegenation. To that mainstay of nineteenth-century abolitionism, Bryce added the tenets of racial “science.” His belief in Anglo-Saxon superiority and his observation of Brazilian “miscegenation” made him worry that “the white part of the Brazilian nation—and it is only that part that need be considered—seems altogether too small for the tasks which the possession of this country imposes.” Bryce did find a small trade-off in the supposed ubiquity of noncoercive interracial sex, an idea that greatly appealed to him. Inasmuch as Bryce’s portrait of Brazil was also a defense of a certain set of priorities for governance of “Europe and North America,” both domestically and in its colonies, it was a brick in the edifice of the powerful discursive field underlying the exercise of colonial power. Bryce’s comparison resembled those Stoler indicts, “itself part of colonial projects that also served to secure relations of power.”

Bryce’s fears infuriated his Brazilian hosts, although they often shared them in private. Modernizing elites hated the view of Brazil as a sensual, disease-ridden, tropical backwater, and they fought it in every available venue. Bryce particularly offended politician Gilberto Amado, who was still fuming forty years later. In the
intervening years, Amado opposed black and Chinese immigration into Brazil, supported a monument to the iconic Black Mother of slavery times to honor “appropriate” Afro-Brazilian contributions to the nation, and embraced “whitening,” Brazilians’ patriotic revision of North Atlantic “scientific” racism. Whitening’s advocates celebrated the progressive loss of the African presence, crediting European immigration and the racial mixture prompted by Brazil’s famous lack of racism. Critics have ably noted the contradictions between whitening’s lip service to racial tolerance and its deeply racist logic.

Amado and his fellow politicians’ desires to whiten Brazil and to monumentalize a particular memory of racial relations deepened in response to the insult dealt by Bryce and the broad context of similar North Atlantic disdain. Comparisons galvanized them to live by a tenet (whitening) that was in itself a comparison. As Thomas Skidmore noted in his now classic study of Brazilian racial thought, comparisons are ubiquitous in the rhetoric mobilized to explain and justify the theory of whitening and its public policies. Whitening as a hypothesis created and communicated its meaning in comparison, especially in comparison to the United States, powerfully shaping Brazilian racial politics and national identity.

Like Bryce, British students of Brazil and other supposedly peripheral places derived conclusions to support their government’s paternalist colonialism. The posture the British administrator of Africa, Sir Harry Johnston, took in The Backward Peoples and Our Relations with Them (1920) also roughly equaled the stance the United States had recently assumed in its affairs in the Caribbean and the Pacific, and it was in this political climate that North American observers in significant numbers began to contemplate Brazil. From the turn of the century until World War I, the United States stepped into several pairs of British shoes, becoming both an imperial power and the dominant commercial trading partner in the Americas. It also began to figure as the principal point of comparison to Brazil—a development dissimilar in scale, yet still related.

Johnston corresponded amicably with Theodore Roosevelt, with whom he shared many sensibilities. Like the British colonial administrator, the North American champion of eugenics and tight control of the U.S. colonies harbored a yen for travel. Roosevelt, too, would soon enjoy happy adventures in Brazil. He traipsed “through the Brazilian wilderness” and more of South America in 1913 and published several accounts of his voyage. Distributing a genre of Amazonian exoticism not unique to him, Roosevelt reported on the countless shades of “fair” and “negro” people he found living together throughout the Amazonian interior, where “the fusion of the colors was going on steadily.”

Roosevelt relied on a Brazilian “statesman, himself of pure white blood” (as were the majority of those occupying high social positions, he reassured his readers), to ventriloquize the contrast between Brazil’s reproductive confusion and Roosevelt’s
beloved, eugenically tidy home. Through that “statesman,” Roosevelt allowed himself to express positive views of racial mixing quite surprising for such a fan of eugenics as he. While Brazilians were becoming uniformly white, this deep throat warned, in the United States, “negroes” remained a “menacing element in your civilization.”

Roosevelt’s Brazilian informant might very well have been Manoel de Oliveira Lima, essayist and historian, former government minister and attaché at embassies in Berlin, London, and Washington, DC, friend of the historian of Brazil Percy Martin and the young Gilberto Freyre. As early as 1899, Oliveira Lima had compared the United States and Brazil, finding the “problem of the races” in the United States grossly worse and explaining the contrast as a result of the relative mildness of Brazilian slavery. In The Evolution of Brazil Compared with That of Spanish and Anglo-Saxon America (1914), Oliveira Lima reiterated the United States–Brazil contrast for his English-speaking audience. Here is the passage so resonant of Roosevelt’s “statesman”:

Indeed, in your country, which is in so many ways the most progressive in the world, and the one in which the greatest progress has already been made toward the regulation of ethical problems, this racial question continues pressing. . . . Yet we of Latin America have already settled this same problem . . . by fusion . . . in which the inferior elements will shortly disappear. Thus, when mulattoes and half castes shall no longer exist among us, . . . you will be threatened with preserving indefinitely within your confines irreducible populations, of . . . hostile sentiments . . .

I will not say that the general tone of your culture has not gained by this aloofness of the races, by the consequent integrity of the purity of the white race which has contributed so greatly to the present superiority of your civilization; but the dénouement brought about by love is always preferable to that which is the result of hate.

As good patriots, Oliveira Lima and Roosevelt both professed to prefer their own nation’s solution—slightly slower “progress” but less racial conflict in Brazil, and more of both in the United States. Despite the national opposition they centered, both positions agreed that whiteness and progress went hand in hand. This generative exchange constitutes a chapter in the construction of a whiteness that meant different things in different places.

The above was far from the last appearance of this particular juxtaposition. From the anonymous Brazilian’s mouth to Roosevelt’s pen, the passage doubled back to Brazil, where a Rio de Janeiro daily, the Correio da Manhã, translated and republished it on its front page, drawing the two nations further into the intimacy of their comparison. For Correio da Manhã readers, the lesson was clear: their nation could earn recognition and kudos from the citizens of the fastest-rising star in the
hemisphere by emphasizing their peaceful racial relations and ever-increasing whiteness. North American fans of Roosevelt’s adventure tales learned from them that racial conflict at home was unfortunate but inevitable, given their nation’s exceptional pace of growth. The contrast between racial harmony in Brazil and purity in the United States helped explain and defend exceptionalisms on both sides: U.S. civilization, modernity, industry, practicality, and progress, and Brazilian cordiality, shortsightedness, sensuality, passivity, chaos, and the masses’ need for discipline. Brazil–United States comparisons served to prove Jim Crow segregation appropriate and necessary in North American contexts, and to validate proposals for the whitening of Brazil.

Like any other metaphor, however, comparisons are empty vessels, waiting for readers to endow them with meaning. Some critics embraced this comparison for purposes elite observers did not intend. Comparisons of Brazil and the United States devoted to maintaining the racial hierarchies of the status quo clashed and meshed with comparisons by African American and other antiracist observers intended to disrupt them. Roosevelt’s claim, circulating widely in the United States, appeared frequently in the African American scholarly and popular press. There it was offered to challenge the notions of racial hierarchy that Roosevelt and Oliveira Lima intended it to uphold.

Stepping into the fray in 1914, W. E. B. Du Bois interrupted the happy trading of compliments between Roosevelt and his unnamed Brazilian colleague. Reprinting the same text also selected by the Correio da Manhã, Du Bois challenged Roosevelt’s insufficient recognition of Brazil’s racial equity. Roosevelt’s “timidity” distorted the facts, Du Bois charged; Roosevelt lied in claiming that Brazilians regarded “the Negro element in their blood as ‘a slight weakening.’” In fact, claimed Du Bois, Brazilians felt no reluctance at all to embrace the Afro-descended among them, showing U.S. conditions to be needlessly severe.

A year after publicly correcting Roosevelt, Du Bois turned to James Bryce, champion of Anglo-Saxon supremacy. For his 1915 opus The Negro, Du Bois pulled a rosy picture from Bryce’s book: Brazil was the only country besides the other Portuguese colonies “in which the fusion of the European and the African races is proceeding unchecked by law or custom. The doctrines of human equality and human solidarity have here their perfect work.” Quoting accurately but selectively, Du Bois moved his bottom line a good distance from where Bryce had set it.

Working to control the meaning of the United States–Brazil comparison, Du Bois used his position as editor of the Crisis, the organ of the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP), to distribute his own and others’ work. The year The Negro appeared, Crisis readers were treated to R. W. Mergerson’s “Glimpses of Brazil,” an informative travelogue focused on regional racial variation and mixture and the cordiality with which the author was received. Fol-
lowing the prevailing antiracist logic, Merguson invoked Brazilian racial harmony to accentuate the needless excesses of U.S. racial strife. The *Crisis* would also shortly publish a celebration of the life of Afro-Brazilian abolitionist José do Patrocinio, protesting the impossibility of similar national recognition for distinguished African Americans.50

Du Bois’s role in the NAACP also widened the reach of his version of the United States–Brazil comparison. Roy Nash, a friend of Du Bois and his colleague in the NAACP, helped out with his 1926 *The Conquest of Brazil.*51 Nash’s book was widely read inside and outside the academy by a reading public both black and white, and by Brazilian as well as U.S. audiences, especially after its translation into Portuguese in 1939.52 Nash rehearsed the dichotomy between Latin mingling and U.S. ostracism, imposing a familiar pair of rosy comparative lenses: “Brazil’s welcome of her Negro slaves into the ranks of freemen has in one generation become sincere, complete, and unqualified,” he enthused, denouncing lynching and white hatred of blacks in the United States. “Brazil is the one country in the world where fusion of Europeans and Africans is going on unchecked by law or custom. More than in any other place in the world, readmixure . . . is there injecting meaning into the ‘égalité’ of Revolutionary France and the ‘human solidarity’ of philosophers and class-conscious proletarians.”53 If the passage sounds familiar, it should—Nash was quoting, paraphrased and without attribution, Du Bois’s 1915 citation of Bryce’s 1912 travelogue. This comparison’s self-authorization is more than circular: it is a densely tangled knot.

The articulate dissent of antiracist writers infused the discussion of United States–Brazil contrasts with immediacy, interesting ever more observers in the comparative endeavor. One finds a sure sign of this scholarship’s long reach in the rise it got out of white supremacists, who had long placed Brazil in global comparisons to prove the “degeneration” of miscegenated societies. Edward Byron Reuter, one such “scholar” of comparative civilizations, engaged African American thinkers directly, citing the Chicago *Defender*, Du Bois, and other popular and scholarly African American sources.54 Reuter’s response suggests that this comparison was an important enough tool in the white supremacist battery to rally proponents to its defense, and that antiracists wielded it skillfully.

That white supremacists were able to engage antiracists in debate over the comparison of the United States and Brazil reflects a shared project.55 Both camps compared degrees of physical racial mixture, positing the United States and Brazil as opposites. Although they intended this opposition to advance contrasting arguments, they necessarily shared its underlying assumption: the idea of racial purity, cornerstone of racial essentialism. Antiracists often resisted engaging the notion of purity directly, but any discussion of mixture, even a celebratory one, assumes an originating purity. As Verena Stolcke reminds us, mixture and purity differ only diachroni-
cally: “The idea of miscegenation . . . presupposes the previous existence of distinct populations.”
Positioning U.S. purity and Brazilian mixture at the furthest ends of the possible restricted the entire scale to an essentialized, biological definition of race.

Further, as imagined by these two groups of comparativists, the purity in question was limited to a single pair of expressions: blackness and whiteness. These were the categories the two nations appeared to share. Neither antiracists nor white supremacists who compared the United States and Brazil in this period tended to note any category beyond black, white, and their mixture. No longer did white supremacists, for example, posit “Anglo-Saxon” purity as a bulwark against a cacophony of differences in the United States, all melded multiply in Brazil. Instead, they used the comparison to discuss the place of blackness in each society. So did their antiracist opponents. Absent from Nash’s and Du Bois’s discussions of “the fusion of the European and the African races” was the plurality that formula could imply; gone was the indigenous element of Brazil’s favorite foundational narrative; invisible were all the other nonblack, nonwhite categories, including migrants from Asia to both places and from Latin America to the United States, and the “dingy” white migrants from southeastern Europe and the Middle East then thronging to all the Americas’ Atlantic shores. Indeed, the comparison’s inattention to elements beyond black and white was one of the reasons opponents of antiblack racism and champions of white supremacy were drawn to it in the first place.

The United States–Brazil comparison therefore constituted one of the rhetorical gestures with which North Americans advanced a dichotomous view of race after World War I, a stance eugenicist Lothrop Stoddard began to term “biracialism.”
Conceptions of race in general shifted from a broad, plural racial schema to one with a smaller handful of categories, with white and black the most salient in the U.S. Northeast and South, and often extrapolated to the rest of the United States. While both plural and dichotomous schema had coexisted throughout the nineteenth century and continued to coexist, the latter lost ground in this period. The narrowing was a sign, first, of the eloquence and determination of African American resistance, and second, of the high material and ideological “wages of whiteness” for immigrants and other groups who had previously been not quite white.

Participants in this ideological shift did not speak with one voice, and many were ambivalent. Du Bois, for example, in some ways saw through the comparison. He pointed out racial mixture in the United States within the category black (Negro, then) as early as 1911, dreamed early and often of anticolonial, antiracist coalitions of oppressed people of color worldwide, and would come to acknowledge Brazilian racism by the early 1940s, far earlier than most. In the 1910s and early 1920s, however, he was interested in using the idea of Brazil’s freedom from racism and abundant racial mixture to critique U.S. racism, and he did so powerfully, with character-
istic eloquence and fire. The pointed comparative arguments he and others circulated in African American academic and journalistic outlets helped activists mobilize the outrage and support that would lead to profound changes in U.S. racial relations in the century’s latter half. This is one of the obvious ways people set the United States–Brazil comparison to shaping the lived experience of race. Less obvious are the ways the comparison fed racial essentialism and the dichotomous black-white schema that moved to the fore after World War I.

Expecting 1920s thinkers to step far enough outside their ideological contexts to imagine alternatives to racial essentialism is unrealistic. Still, the lessons their positions can teach observers in the twenty-first century are worth the while. Comparisons structured partially or explicitly as national serve to reify race by imparting the racial landscape they describe to the entire nation. They decline to entertain suspicions of partiality or of differences in racial schemas in different regions and in rural as opposed to urban areas. The Brazil–United States comparison fit a national frame over its focus on black and white, spinning an obfuscatory tale of race and national character.

Dichotomous views of race narrowed the field of possibility in many ways, but they nursed a flowering in another. What Du Bois called “race consciousness” and others have termed “black nationalism” was in its pan-African, diasporic “global vision,” as transnational as it was national. It emerged with particular intensity across an Atlantic of radical scholars focused on the African diaspora. American, Caribbean, African, and European colonial and migrant intellectuals moved along transnational networks of antiracist intellectual production and struggle, trading sparks with the class and race radicalisms of the postwar period and the global depression (Bolshevism, Garveyism, pan-Africanism, and labor organization, among others).

Brazilian scholars participated fully in this conversation. By the 1930s, a cohort of innovative Afro-Brazilianists was effecting a sea change in academic views of race. The views of scholars such as Raymundo Nina Rodrigues and Francisco José de Oliveira Vianna, whose conclusions were so derogatory to Brazil, ceded to the cultural anthropology and cultural history of such scholarly heavyweights as Arthur Ramos, Manuel Querino, Edgar Roquette-Pinto, Edison Carneiro, Mário de Andrade, Gilberto Freyre, and others who exalted Brazilian culture in general and venerated Afro-Brazilians in particular as worthy and valuable subjects of study. These were no solitary toilers, nor did they simply work in “parallel” to North Atlantic schools of thought. The postwar period’s thriving networks of transnational exchange, both popular and scholarly, transcended the strictures of global inequalities in language acquisition, publishing, and academic reputation. They ensured that Brazilian scholars fully participated in the scholarly production of work on the African diaspora in the Americas.
Communication among North American, Caribbean, and Brazilian scholars on the question of nation-based monographs on “the Negro” reveals this community in action. The 1939 study of *The Negro in Brazil* by medical anthropologist Arthur Ramos, a thoroughly transnational collaboration, serves as the quintessential example. Ramos wrote that book specifically for publication in English at the request of North American professor Richard Pattee, the work’s translator, and with the encouragement of Negro history champion Carter G. Woodson, the bibliographic resources of New York Public Library curator Arthur Schomburg, and against the backdrop of interest provided by North and Latin American scholars such as Du Bois, Rayford Logan, Rüdiger Bilden, Arthur Springarn, and “Ortiz, Ramos, Freyre and the rest,” as Pattee wrote to Schomburg in 1937. Though confined in focus to a single country, *The Negro in Brazil* was intended as fodder for comparison to other national units, especially the United States. To this transnational community of Africa-oriented scholars, it also suggested links and networks within the Americas and across the Atlantic.

Not only have Brazilian scholars formed a critical part of the transnational academic community that conceptualized the African diaspora; Brazil has also provided critically convincing examples and experiences. The Brazilian Candomblé, for example, is “cited more often and with greater certainty than any other African American institution as proof that African culture has ‘survived’ in the Americas,” writes J. Lorand Matory. Among the scholars Matory cites is U.S. anthropologist Melville Herskovits, who would enjoy an eye-opening visit to Brazil two years after the appearance of Ramos’s *The Negro in Brazil*. In 1941, Herskovits researched and traveled in Brazil, the same year he published his groundbreaking work on New World African survivals, *The Myth of the Negro Past*.

The diaspora as a concept pulls away from a comparative perspective. Opponents of the idea have therefore sometimes responded by caging its radical suggestions in comparative frames. Sociologist E. Franklin Frazier, one of the most eloquently vehement opponents of the idea that African Americans were significantly African, did just this in 1944. Overwhelmed by his observations of African elements in Afro-Brazilian customs (made when he, too, traveled to Brazil in 1941), Frazier wriggled out of admitting New World survivals with a comparison. He portrayed African survivals as greater in Brazil than in the United States, clinging to the claim that black people in the United States were thoroughly “American.” Struck by a recognizably Orientalist impression of Brazil in comparison to the United States (the savage, underdeveloped tropical backwater versus the civilized, progressive center of commerce and science), Frazier stonewalled the labor of approximation undertaken by Ramos, Herskovits, their colleagues, and even Frazier himself.

Frazier’s comparative approach to Brazil extended the life of an eerily familiar passage. Congratulating Brazil on its avoidance of racism, Frazier explained to the
audience of the magazine Common Sense: “It is generally accepted as an unexpressed national policy that the Negro is to be absorbed into the total population. It was with this in mind that a Brazilian statesman reminded Roosevelt that in a hundred years Brazil would have no Negroes, whereas the United States would have the problem of twenty or thirty million Negroes.” The knot, in its umpteenth recycle, naturalized to the status of general assumption, truly deserved airing in a forum of this name.

In the 1940s, the notion of Brazil’s moral accomplishment would come to be known as racial democracy, a term associated with sociologist Gilberto Freyre. Both the “author” and the concept have enjoyed inordinate influence, to the point that we need not detain ourselves with them here. Suffice it to say that racial democracy is a concept forged in transnational and comparative context, and one deeply influential in the United States. The comparative ideas about race in the United States and Brazil that enjoyed such prestige from the 1930s through the 1960s, namely, the twin myths of racial democracy and racial purity, shaped the lived experience of race in both places. Incorporated into public policy, they shaped the way the state codified racial categories and dictated political possibilities for contesting racism. In this same period, though, developments were brewing that would challenge the comparative consensus. Hoping to find clues to help prevent the reoccurrence of World War II’s terrible bloodshed, UNESCO, beginning in the early 1950s, launched its famous series of studies of Brazilian racial harmony.

Researchers funded by UNESCO and the generation of revisionists that followed quickly on their heels began to erode the basic elements of the United States–Brazil comparison on the Brazil side. They demolished the myth of the friendly master and showed that racism did indeed structure social relations in Brazil. Some of this revisionist work headed in the direction of a transnational perspective by arguing that national settings were less important in determining the experience of slavery than crop, plantation size, gender, and so on. Some simply flipped the comparison to argue that Brazilian slavery was worse than those of other imperial or national units, contributing little to a view of transnational connections. Yet even these, by cracking the idea that Afro-Brazilians had been thoroughly embraced and assimilated, opened a space for others to investigate African cultural continuities and thus develop the transnational idea of the African diaspora. This idea finally gained ground, supported ideologically by the struggle against colonialism in Portuguese Africa and elsewhere and for Black Power in North America, and methodologically by the innovations of E. P. Thompson and other practitioners of social and cultural history. In the United States, related political and scholarly currents produced sharp challenges to those parts of North American history that underlay the U.S. side of the comparison.

The counterposed notions of stark U.S. racial hatred and subtle, harmonious
Brazilian mixture ought to have been withering on the vine. Yet comparative studies of race in the United States and Brazil continued to reach back to time-honored traditions. In one of the most widely read revisionist contributions, U.S. scholar Carl Degler pointed out that racial definitions were dissimilar in the United States and Brazil. His insight turned on the axis of the mulatto, who would invariably be classified as Negro in the United States, but in Brazil might have recourse to an “escape hatch” of social mobility.\(^71\)

Degler’s admirable strides toward the understanding of race as a social construction were hobbled by his retention of the assumptions of the waning era of consensus history, namely, the exceptionalist search to explain the “apparent uniqueness of the United States” in categorizing mulattoes as black.\(^72\) The comparative frames Degler applied proved well suited to the defense of American exceptionalism. Degler concluded that the units of his analysis were one “dynamic, competitive, Protestant, socially mobile society and one that was stable, traditional, hierarchical, and Catholic.”\(^73\) Could there be clearer evidence of the opportunities comparative scholarship offers to reify national character? While not a direct citation, this astonishing overgeneralization essentially recapitulates the Teddy Roosevelt–Oliveira Lima view of conflictual progress versus harmonious stagnation, wound through comparative historian of slavery Frank Tannenbaum’s 1940s importation of Gilberto Freyre’s comparative observations made as a youth in 1920s New York.\(^74\) The net’s knots multiply and tighten.

At the turn to the twenty-first century, the comparison has shifted again. In the wake of the U.S. civil rights movement and Brazil’s Movimento Negro Unificado, or Unified Black Movement (both widely, and wrongly, seen as over), observers are more likely to portray Brazil as the country where racism reigns and the United States as the place to look for guidance in its contestation. In line with social historical and Africana studies perspectives, comparativists tend to focus now on black subjects rather than white, admiring African Americans’ “proclivity to mobilize” and bemoaning Afro-Brazilians’ “lack of racial militancy and assertiveness.”\(^75\)

This update of the United States–Brazil contrast is misleading. Afro-Brazilians have undeniably been agents of their own—and their broader society’s—transformation, as historians able to see resistance outside the narrowest formulations of “the political” have solidly documented.\(^76\) In addition, the U.S. civil rights movement has suffered an enormous backlash that has sharply constrained its achievements, which this flip in perspective neatly elides. Finally, as usual, the comparison erases difference within national groups of Afro-descendents and similarities across transnational formations, recycling a familiar set of national characteristics. In only slightly modified terms it lauds proactive, practical, progressive North Americans
and chides South American laggards, providing yet another opportunity to reprise U.S. national superiority. Under its breath, this comparison whispers a twisted congratulation to North American whites for the brutally explicit form of their racism. This ostensibly antiracist, proactivist comparison, then, moves contrary to its proponents’ good intentions. As the contrast of progress and stagnation constitutes a critical part of the sense of national self in both places and an alibi for state policies that preserve social hierarchies, this stance feeds deep-set currents of nationalism and racism.77

Underlying contemporary comparisons of the United States and Brazil is a continued sense that Brazil is, to borrow an Animal Farm sort of paraphrase, almost as unique as the United States. A whiff of North American noblesse oblige wafts around scholarly justifications of study of Brazil as a “puzzle,” a “conundrum,” “peculiar,” “deceptive,” or possessed of a uniquely “elaborate” racial ideology—the “conventional wisdom in sociological studies,” charges sociologist Denise Ferreira da Silva (as a Brazilian expatriate, a transnational figure in her own right).78 Such exceptionalisms—elaborate is related to labyrinth etymologically and shares its connotations of convoluted mystery—continue to marvel at a familiar Brazilian exotic. They forget that every society in the Americas (or anywhere else, for that matter) structures social relations along shifting lines of class, ethnicity, and gender, as anthropologist Teresa Caldeira points out. “In this sense, Brazil is not even peculiar . . . and does not constitute any special case of incompleteness,” she scolds, underlining the link between Orientalist exceptionalism and notions of (Afro-)Brazilian “lack.”79 For U.S. audiences, the suggestion of legibility at home and confusion abroad stands as the cornerstone of a contemporary Orientalism, the handmaiden to American exceptionalism. The notion of Brazil’s national uniqueness stokes the coals of nationalism in the abstract and fortifies U.S. nationalism in particular, given the mutually constitutive connections linking U.S. and Brazilian national ideologies.

Scholars who would rather not feed this beast might reconsider the comparative gestures that have become almost second nature. Perhaps it is time to call a moratorium on comparative study. Instead, students of race in the United States and Brazil, or the Americas broadly, might formulate analyses in related and global perspective, honoring the debt the transnational turn owes to critical struggles against colonialism. Some already are, to excellent effect.80 For tracing the genealogy of new and not-so-new transnational methods to their anticolonial historiographic context reveals a theoretical imperative. It is the charge to illuminate the complex, global network of power-inflected relations that enmesh our world, including those connections generated by academic engagement and observation. For scholars committed to this radical legacy, comparison serves as a better subject than method.
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